Electronic Newsletter Service

Further to the previous issue, the Institute has finalised arrangements for an electronic/email Membership newsletter service. This new service will enable delivery of important news, legal and technical updates, consultation documents, recruitment notices etc. etc. in a more modern and speedier fashion.

Should you wish to receive your newsletters via email, as opposed to the postal system, simply register your interest by forwarding an email to tim.morris@iccm-uk.com

The newsletter layout permits us to post important information with links to external sources and will give members access to more detail than can be fitted into a printed A4 sheet (although these will continue to be mailed to those without internet access or those who prefer the postal system).

Those with ‘sensitive’ servers should inform their IT departments to allow mail from the address newsletter@iccm-uk.com in order to ensure receipt.

Keep up to speed and register your interest in this new membership service